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 Dex 4 • Schedule

All talks, except lunchtime undergraduate talks, will take place in the Andrews Room (Social Sciences & Humanities Building 2203). Undergraduate talks will take place in the Philosophy Department Library (SSH 1231).

**Monday, March 28**

9:00 AM – 9:45 AM  •  Coffee & Light Breakfast Reception

10:00 AM – 11:45 AM  •  Luvell Anderson – “Epistemic injustice and the philosophy of race”

12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  •  Break for Lunch

Undergraduate meeting with Allen Habib. Lunch provided. Location: SSH 1231

2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  •  Nate Charlow – “How (not) to theorize about the meaning of “ought””

4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  •  Elisabeth Lloyd – “What is wrong with the way that many animal behaviorists and anthropologists (“adaptationists”) research evolutionary traits?”

6:30 PM – 9:30 PM  •  Dinner at Lucca in Sacramento

**Tuesday, March 29**

9:00 AM – 9:45 AM  •  Coffee & Light Breakfast Reception

10:00 AM – 11:45 AM  •  Roberta Ballarin – “Names and titles”

12:00 PM – 1:45 PM  •  Break for Lunch

u-POW (undergraduate group for philosophically oriented women) meeting with Elisabeth Lloyd. Lunch provided. Location: SSH 1231

2:00 PM – 3:45 PM  •  Allen Habib – “Do we own the earth? On the possibility of a terrestrial entitlement”

4:00 PM – 5:45 PM  •  Alan Hájek - “Begging to differ with similarity accounts of counterfactuals”

6:00 PM – 6:30 PM  •  Closing Reception

7:00 PM – 10:30 PM  •  BBQ Dinner at Elaine Landry’s Home